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Nominanons tor the 
Richard Gardner 
Memorial Award 
Trickle In 

The first round of nominations for the Richard Gardner 
Memorial Award were submitted at the recent Chapter 
168 Board of Directors meeting. There is still plenty 
of time to nominate your favorite example of 
impeccable craftsmanship. 

Nominations may be submitted to any officer or 
technical counselor for outstanding workmanship, 
design innovation, or anything else you feel would 
qualify as an outstanding example of mechanical 
excellence. 

The nominees' aircraft will be inspected by the 
chapters' technical counselors, with the final award 
being announced and presented sometime this Spring 
at a regular chapter meeting. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 .......................................................................•..................................•••.•••••••......••••........ 

AIRCRAFT: 
Bucker Jungmann 

YEAR MANUFACTURED: 
1937-Germany 

NOMINATED FOR: 
Outstanding Craftsmanship 

After an exhaustive search, 
Dale Brooks finally located 
the project aircraft he wanted 
to restore. It consisted of what 
maiif would refer to as a scrap 
heap, but to Dale, was a gem 
of a find. 

Sitting in a barn in France, 
heavily adorned in pigeon 
feces, were the rotting remains 
of a 1937 Blicker Jungmann, a 
basic trainer built exclusively 
for the German Luftwaffe. 
Dale, along with a small 
army, crated it up and shipped 
it back to a cramped hanger 

on Addison Field. There it 
would spend the next 10 years 
as Dale and a small group of 
aviation enthusiasts lovingly 
perfcrmec! a thorc~gh grc:1nd
up restoration. 

Years ago Dale had the 
opportunity to fly a similar 
aircraft from a field in France. 
It was such a "honest" air
plane that he knew, one day, 
he would have one parked in 
his stable. 

Approximately 10,000 
hours (and a lot of Coors beer) 
went into the restoration, with 

a remarkably authentic 
example as the end result. 
With a total of 50 hours on 
the r~stored airframe, Dale 
says he's not quite sure he's 
finished yet, but to the 
average person it looks as 
though he has met, and 
exceeded, his original goal. 

When asked what aspect 
of the airplane and it's 
exhaustive restoration he's 
proudest of, Dale replied "that 
it flies exactly like a Bucker". 
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Director's Meeting, 
January 13, 1984 
~Discussion with Ernie Ludwick was held on current 
chapter tool supply and list of possible tools to 
purchase. Tabled purchase decision until next meeting 
to research used boroscope. 

~Treasurer's Report: Bank statement for Dec. 93 has 
not yet arrived. $3500 spent on newsletter in 1993. 

~Must be member of National to be chapter member. 
Suggestion was made to make a sign for the officers 
table with membership information available and to take 
National membership applications at the general meeting. 

~Discussion of appointed officers for '94. Decided to 
appoint two officers to the Young Eagles program. 

~Discussion of tracking membership renewals and 
new member trends. 

~Suggestion to have business cards made with 
chapter information & map to leave at airports, etc. 

~Chapter phone with answering machine or voice 
mail was discussed and tabled for Jerry Bidle to 
investigate by next meeting. 

February Meeting 
The February Meeting will feature a program on 
avionics. Discussion will center around new units, 
GPS, do's and don'ts of installation and much more. 
Several name brand manufacturers representatives 
will be in attendance, with the featured speaker being 
Mark Pledger of Flite Electronics in Addison. Once 
the initial presentation is given, the floor willbe open 
for questions from the chapter members. 
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February 5th Fly-in 
The February 5th Fly-in will be held at Lancaster 
Municipal Airport, hosted by Don Christenson and 
his lovely wife (see above). The event will begin at 
10am and will run until approximately 2pm. Lunch 
will be at the airport restuarant at noon. Don's hanger 
is # 18, located just south of the main parking lot. The 
restaurant is located just east of Don's hangar. ~ 
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Hangar Echoes Assembly 
The Hangar Echoes assembly will be at Sam Cooper's 
home 3525 Birchwood Ln., Plano, TX on February 22nd 
starting at 7 :00 pm .. 

February Calendar 
February 11 Regular Meeting 
Farmers Branch Community Center; 6:30 pm-8:45 pm 

February 51 Fly-in at Lancaster 

February 101 Directors Meeting 
Farmers Branch Community Center; 7:00 pm-8:45 pm 

Farmers Branch Community Building Senior Activity Center 
2919 Amber Lane. First Tuesday of each month, 6:30 - 9:00 pm. February ZZI Hangar Echoes Assembly 
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A Letter From 111e President .. 

22 January 1994 

Dear Fellow Members, 

The weather for the January Fly-in at the Cavanaugh Flight Museum 
at Addison Airport was sunny, cool, and a little windy. Over thirty
Chapter members showed up to enjoy the collection. Everything from 
-WW I fighters to several early jets, and most are in flying condition. 
They also have a rare Spitfire, which they are getting into flying 
condition. About half a dozen members even flew in. This included 
(I apologize for those not listed): Red Marron (RV-6), Clair Button 
(Cherokee), Earl Browning (Yankee), and Owen Bruce and Jim 
Rushing (Luscombe 8£). A few of the other visitors were "caught" 
eyeing the Chapter aircraft. 

One of the things we will be trying to do in 1994 is more joint 
activities with some of the other local Texas EAA Chapters. This will 
give us a chance to meet more fellow sport aviation enthusiasts and 
to enjoy their aircraft. A number of members attended ;;. pancake 
breakfast Fly-in with Chapter 34 on Saturday, January 15th. They 
included; Don Christiansen (RV-4), Clair Button (Cherokee), Ann 
and Mel Asberry (RV-6), Red Marron and Ernie Ludwick (RV-6), 
and Frank Haile (Bonanza?). Chapter 34 is planning a fly-in camp-out 
at Lake Whitney later this Spring. We will keep the membership 
notified of upcoming events that may be of interest. 

The Chapter 168 Board of Director's elections will be held in 
March. The primary responsibility of the Directors is to attend the 
monthly Board meetings and participate in the decisions needed to run 
the Chapter. Being a Director is an easy way to help run Chapter 168, 
and usually consists of only one night a month. We will be accepting 
nominations for the seven Directorships at the February Meeting. After 
the election in March, the new Directors will take office in April. 

Let's keep building and restoring, so we can keep them, and us, flying. 

~~~ 
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AIRCRAFT: 
White Lightning 

YEAR COMPLETED: 
1993 

NOMINATED FOR: 
Outstanding Avionics 

Installation 

Pete Huff, a Mechanical 
Engineer, selected the White 
Lightning for its long range 
capability as well as its 
tremendously efficient speed 
envelope. He also knew that it 
would be capable of a flight 
across the Atlantic. 

Having been spoiled by 
the avionics packages in other 

aircraft he has flown, Pete 
knew that his White Lightning 
would have to have the same 
types of equipment in order 
for him to be satisfied with the 
end result. 

The biggest challenge of 
the entire 6 year project was 
the hinged instrument panel. 
Pete made and tested numerous 

panel mock-ups before he felt 
he had engineered a way for 
all the intended equipment to 
fit. He also set-up a split BUS 
system which enables him to 
better manage instruments 
both on the ground and in
flight. His design proved itself 
when he flew from Florida to 
Dallas, with a dead alternator, 
on an IFR flight plan. 

With 125 hours on the air
frame, 25 of which have been 
flown in IMC, Pete is thor
oughly satisfied with the fruits 
of his labor. 

•..••.........................•.................•.......••...•....••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.......••••••...••....... 

AIRCRAFT: 
RV-6 

YEAR COMPLETED: 
1993 

NOMINATED FOR: 
Outstanding Craftsmanship 

Both Ann and Mel Asberry 
were suprised and pleased to 
have -'oeen nominated for the 
award. As many know, Mel is 
a Chapter 168 Technical 
Counselor responsible for the 
judging of the aircraft for the 
award. When asked if he 
could judge other peoples work 
impartially, Mel jokingly 
replied "I think I can, but I'm 
not going to"! 

The Asberrys chose to 
build the RV-6 for numerous 
reasons; performance, speed 
range, aerobatic capabilities, 
short field capability and " it's 
metal". 

The most difficult part of 
the construction was the 
canopy fra1He. Ann and Md 
both confessed to having 
spent 2 months just getting 
that portion of the project to 
the point that they were happy 
with it. Although they both 
were very enthusiastic about 
Van and the kit, they did feel 
there were some areas of the 
plans and instructions which 
were.misleading. 

When asked how they 
stayed motivated during the 
construction process, they said 
that before they began, both 
agreed that they would go no 

more than 2 days without 
working on the aircraft. Ann 
suggests that the best way to 
not get bogged down with a 
project of this magnitude is to 
work on the airplane every 
day. "You have to do a little 
something every day, even if 
it's just having a look at the 
plans", Ann remarked. Mel 
added, "it's important to walk 
away from the project for a 
while if you get frustrated .. . 
don't go and pick-up a 
hammer-just walk away" . 

3400 hours went into 
the construction of the two 
identical RV-6s'. 
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N•inations Needed 
for '94 Board of 
Directors 
Chapter 168 is currently-ta1<ing nominations for the 
1994 Board of Director's election to be held during 
the March Meeting. There are a total of 7 positions 
which need to be filled. Current officers have request
ed that there be more than 7 nominations-just to make 
it interesting. Newly elected officials, who will take 
office in April, have a primary responsibility to attend 
the monthly Board of Director's meetings. S 

'94 Program Topics 
During our January meeting, ballots were distributed 
among members to list their preferences for possible 
future meeting topics. Richard Robbins has diligently 
compiled the results which are as follows , in order of 
preference: 
1. Pilots who have taken interesting trips. 
2. Avionics Experts. 
3. Owners of interesting aircraft. 
4. Technical Counselors. 
5. Auto Engine Conversions. 
6. Aircraft preparation and painting. 

Alexander 
Aeroplane offers 
Builder's Seminars 
March 19-20 in Denton, Texas will be the site of a 
new series of in-depth builders seminars. There are 
two-day seminars featuring detailed classroom and 
hands-on instruction, as well as one half-day seminar. 
Two-day seminar topics include Fabric Covering, 
Welding and Working With Composites, each costing 
$150 per participant. The single half-day seminar is 
entitled "How to Extend the Life of Your Engine". 
Cost for that is $75 and will last approximately 4 
hours. For more information or to register call 1-800-
831-2949. ~ 

STAYIN' SHARP 
The following questions are taken from the FAA 
Private, Instrument and Commercial written test 
question books. The correct answers can be found 
at the bottom of page 8. No cheating!! ! 

1. Whal temperature condition is indicated if wet snow is 
encountered at your flight altitude? 

A- The temperature is above freezing at your altitude. 
B- The temperature is below freezing at your altitude. 
C- You are flying from a warm air mass into a cold air mass. 
D- You are in an "inversion" with colder air below. 

2. What causes surface winds to flow across the Isobars at 
an angle rather than parallel to the Isobars? 

A- Coriolis force. 
B- Surface friction. 
C- The greater density of the air at the surface. 
D- The greater atmospheric pressure at the surface. 

3. If the air temperature Is +8° C at an elevation of 1,350 
feet and a standard (average) temperature lapse rate 
exists, what will be the approximate freezing level? 

A- 3,350 feet MSL 
B- 5,350 feet MSL 
C- 9,350 feet MSL 
D- 10,285 feet MSL 

4. What are some characteristics of unstable air? 
A- Nimbostratus clouds and poor surface visibility. 
B- Nimbostratus clouds and good surface visibility. 
C- Turbulence and poor surface visibility; 
D- Turbulence and good surface visibility. 

s. Which family of clouds Is least likely to contribute to 
structural Icing on an aircraft? 

A- Low clouds. 
B- Middle clouds. 
C- High clouds. 
D- Clouds with extensive vertical development. 

6. Why is frost considered hazardous to flight operation? 
A- The increased weight requires a greater takeoff distance. 
B- Frost changes the basic aerodynamic shape of the airfoil. 
C- Frost decreases control effectiveness. 
D- Frost causes early airflow separation resulting in a 

loss of lift. 
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CHAPTER 168 MEMBER PROFILE 

Name: Harold Troxel 

Born: December 30, 1915-Vinto, Iowa 

Rallngs/UCNSII: Commercial, Single Engine Land 

Rrlt Solo: 1935 in 37 hp. Taylor E2 Cub 

Total Hying llall'I: 5,000 + 
Cll'rently Bulldlng: Presently, the Troxel Fairchild 24 
is in California undergoing an engine overhaul. 

Favorite Al-time All'Cratt: PT 19 ( or any Fairchild PT 
aircraft for that matter) 

Molt Memorable fllght Early in his flying career, 
Harold loaned his PT 26 to a young pilot. Shortly 
after departure, the pilot had to make an emergency 
landing in a sloping pasture. When Harold arrived 
on the scene, he assessed the situation and felt there 
was a slight possibility he could fly the PT 26 out. 

He removed every non-essential piece of equipment 
he could from the aircraft, and proceeded to drain 
all but 10 gallons of fuel from the tank, leaving just 
enough to get back to the nearest airport. 

With a 90 degree crosswind, Harold opted 
to make his first attempt heading downhill on the 
sloping pasture. He cranked her up and stood on 
the brakes as he eyed the numerous telephone and 
power lines which he would have to clear at the end 
of the pasture. He placed the pilot, who had gotten 
him into this situation, two thirds of the way down 
the field as a reference point, knowing that if he 
wasn't airborne at this point he would have to abort 
the takeoff and make a second attempt on the uphill 
slope. 

Easing his foot off the brakes, the heavy air
craft began to rumble down the pasture. Speed was 
beginning to build as his reference point rapidly 
began to draw near. Harold whizzed past the young 
pilot standing in the pasture, but the PT's wheels 
were still firmly planted on the ground. Harold must 
have been feeling lucky that day, because he never 
reached down to back the throttle off. As he watched 
the power lines begin to fill the windscreen, the 
PT's wheels finally broke ground. Holding her low 
to build as much airspeed as he possibly could, his 
rigid body stood poised to jerk back on the stick at 
just the right moment. Suddenly, he knew it was 
now or never as he deftly drew the stick sharply 
back and braced for the inevitable impact as the PT 
lurched toward the heavens. His eyes darted to the 
side just in time to see the PT's wheels clear the 
deadly powerlines-by a mere 12 inches! 

Molt lmpertant II• fag IIINl'II avllllan today: 
Harold feels there are far too many airspace restric
tions as well as too much radio equipment required 
in today's aircraft. He also added that "the worst 
mistake the FAA ever made was removing spin 

training from required flight training". 

I spent a fascinating 3 1/2 hours with both 
Harold and Faye as they recounted their 
numerous flying adventures. Like the time 
Harold flew from the midwest to California-
1400 miles and 14 hours in an open cockpit 
airplane-with nothing but a low frequency 
radio, a map .and a pretty good idea of 
where he wanted to go. To top it off, he 
flew that trip in the dead of winter. My hat 
goes off to this distinguished member of 
EAA Chapter 168. S 



AEROMILLER 
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor 

Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger 
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078 

(214) 346-e2831 

LONE STAR 
PILOT SHOP 

ADDISON AIRPORT 

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS 

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248 

214/250-6781 
FAX 214/ 407-9383 

JOHNSON INSURANCE &LEASING 

DELMO JOHNSON. Owner 
15790 DOOLEY 

DALLAS. TEXAS 75234 
458-7400 458-7550 

AERO COUNTRY ESTA1ES WEST 
Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites. 

Restricted 
Municipal Water 

contact John Austin-1-34 7-2030 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

P.·\ GE 1 

GIVE A GIFT THEY WIIL NEVER FORGET! 

1) PARAPLANE POWERED PARACHUTE CERTIFlCATE! Includes: 
• 15 min. Paraplane solo flight. after one. 90 min. lesson " 
• Two-way radio supervision by factory trained instructors 
• Paraplane Certification _,. 1 

21 TWO·SEA T ULTRALIGHT LESSON! lnc/udes: . . ~ 
• Preflight instruction ~ 
• 20 mi~. scenic flight with a USUA instructor _ · 
• 30 day membership in USUA Asso. \, 

Paraplane Gift Certificate ..... ................... $89 · J Ultralight Gift Certificate ......................... $35 I · · 
FUTURE FLIGHT INC 100 CR 392 Princeton. TX 75407 1-214-736-6000 

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT 
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150 

Lake Dallas ......... 817-497-7496 

Ulllwli@ffl<' 
The Dallas Sport Aviation Airport 
Hangar Space Available for EAA Members 
Antique -©l~ - Homebuilt -~~a 

· Hangar has water/electric/toilet/phone 

CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070 
Hangar Phone 1 (214) 347-2344 

© --
FRED ZIMRING 

EAA Legal Advisory Council 

Zimring & Langley, P.C. 
Office Alpha 
13140 Coit Rd., Suite 203 
Dallas, TX 75240 
/214) 437-3700 

EAA 
EAA Aviation Center 
P. 0 . Box 3086 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086 
/414) 426-4800 



TECHNICAL CORNER 

Some 
Not-So-Uncommon 

"Gotchas" 
How many times have you experienced Deja Vu 
while making fittings and small parts? Think 
maybe you've made them onr ~_al-re~dy? 
Obviously you didn't because you can't find 
them. Well , I'll bet you did! And you ' ll probably 
find them soon after you finish the new ones. 
One way to help prevent this is to log these 
fittings and small parts in a notebook kept in 
your workshop or note on the plans when the 
parts were made and where they are stored. 

Meanwhile, another builder is installing a Nico 
Press Sleeve. See how he snugs the sleeve up to 
the thimble? He even knows about snipping off 
the thimble points to get a closer fit with the 
sleeve. Notice how carefully he inserts the cable 
in the Nico Press tool, keeping the loop snug 
against the thimble. Three beautiful crimps with 
the tool. Now he trims the rather long excess 
cable end. Oh,oh ! He cut off the wrong piece. 
Well, at least it can never happen to me. 

A gotcha can getcha any time. We hope the ones 
that get you are minor. The kind that are merely 
frustrating, time consuming, and maybe even 
embarrassing, butnotcatastrophic. One way 
to minimize gotchas is a periodic visit from 
your friendly Technical Counselor. He has seen 
most common gotchas and even committed a 
few himself. ~ 
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TEX-AIR PARTS, INC. 

a 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES 

Dopes & Fabric Supplies 

Beech/Cessna/Mooney /Piper 
Aircraft Parts 

Over 100,000 Different Part Numbrs in Stock 
All instock items Priced at WHOLESALE or Below. 

When it comes to SERVICE, AVAILABILITY, and VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING try, 
TEX-AIR FOR All YOUR AVIATION NEEDS. 

Meacham Reid Airport- Branch Addison Asport- Branch 
4201 N. Main St., Bldg N2 4500 Ratliff Ln., Suite 109 
Fort Worth, Texas 76106 Dalles, T exes 75248 

1817) 429-6938 12141 931-9896 or (800) 237-2635 

Main Office 
3724 N. Commerce St. 

Fort Worth, Texas 78106-2710 
(8171824-9882 or 18001 458-1535 

EAA Members Receive an Adcitional So/o Discount on Most Items. 

SPRUCE 

~*SPARS ~ *CAPSTRIPS 

PLYWOOD 

4130 STIEL 

*TUBING 
*SHEET 

STITS 

~ *MIL-P-6070 \~ *FABRICS 
~•METRIC ~ *COATINGS 

ADHESIVES . fj} NARDWARI 
rl~ *T-88 @@v 
Bri *FAA APPROVED AIRPLANI KITS 

FOAM & FIBERGLASS 

Q ~
*KR-1 & KR-2 

*POLYURETHANE 
- • ·· *RESINS & CLOTH 

Answers to layin' Sharp Quiz 
1. A 
2.8 
3.B 

4.D 
s.c 
6. D 

Remember, it's better to be on 
the ground wishing you were 
flying, than flying and wishing 
you were on the ground. 



As many of your probably already know, EAA 
Chapter 168 has purchased a number of tools 
which are made available to the chapter members 
on a short term loan basis. It is requested that 
these tools be used by chapter members on their 
personal projects, and that they be replaced by 
the user if completely destroyed during use 
(in other words, don't use the timing light to get 
that finicky distributor cap loose). And, unlike 
most things these days, this service is provided 
free of charge. 

Below is a listing of the tools. If you need to 
borrow one, just call our friendly Tool Custodian 
Ernie Ludwick at (214) 241-1185. He's always 
glad to help. 

Magneto Timing Light 
Tachometer Checker 
Differential Compression Tester 
Swaging Tool 
Tube Cutter 
Flaring Tool 
Cable Tensionometer 
Bore scope 
Instrument Hole Cutter 
Tube Bender 
*Weight & Balance Kit 

*Comes fully equipped with a friendly, 
knowledgeable Technical Counselor. 

, 
BELA'S AIRCRAFT 
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP 

F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K 
2711 BROOKFIELD 

DALLAS, TEXAS ;,52.315 

BELA AMBRUS 
ENGINE SPECIALIST 214/351-1172 
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D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A. 
Family Medicine 

Aviation Medical Examiner 

Office 298-6174 
Ans. Service 521-4111 

222 S. Cedar Ridge 
Duncanville, Texas 75116 

Office Hours By Appointment 

- BATTERIES -

ME-V--~ 
NI-CADS, GEL CELLS, 
ALKALINE, LITHIUM 

"We Build Battery Packs" 

Richardson, Texas 75080 VISA 
1250EastArapaho,Suite#126 ~ 

~~~~J ·····•·t·•·····•·:••· ··· 

AVT ENGINEERING CO. ~ 
Hum. TEXAS""' ~ 

RAYMOND MORT, P.E. 
Registered Engineer 

. 324 Hillview Drive 
Hurst, Texas 76054 

George Carroll 

Bus. (817) 282-6940 
FAX(817)282-6969 

(214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY 
7204 PARWELK 

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 



Undated FAA 
Ailvisory Circular 
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Our beloved FAA has Advisory Circular 90-66A, 
"Recommended Standard Traffic Patterns and 
Practices for Aeronautical Operations at Airports 
without Operating Control Towers", ready for release 
to the general public. This Advisory Circular updates 
one that has been in existence for 18 years. 

Paragraphs one and three of the Advisory Circular 
will give a general idea of what has changed. To 
receive a copy of Advisory Circular 90-66A, call the 
FAA at (202) 267-8783, or write William C. Davis, 
Manager, Air Traffic Rules Branch, FAA, 
800 Independence Avenue, SW, ATP-230, 
Washington, D.C. 20591. S 

An Affordable 
Strobe Light Kil 
For those of you unwilling or unable to fork over 
several hundred dollars in cash for a set of strobes to 
install in your homebuilt, Great Plains Aircraft Supply 
Company offers a small but very powerful 12 volt 
variable strobe light kit. 

The kit features a xenon tube strobe with an adjustable 
flash rate of 40 to 120 flashes per minute. The strobe 
tube, rated at approximately 100,000 CDP, can be 
mounted away from the power supply to accommo
date your aircraft's particular installation needs. The 
board size is 3.5" x 2.5" and weighs just 8 ounces. 

This simple do-it-yourself kit takes most individuals 
only 45 minutes to assemble, but the builder must 
supply the housing for the strobe tube and the power 
supply (board). 

And the price? $39.95! Great Plains also offers 
several other strobe kits ranging from a 9 volt system 
(that's a standard 9 volt battery) to a "let's upset the 
neighbors" 110 volt kit. They can be reached at ( 402) 
493-6507, or write for more info. at P.O. Box 545, 
Boystown, NE 68010. Their catalog is three bucks. S 

J. E. "RED" MARRON 

526 INTERURBAN/RICHARDSON. TX 75081 /(214) 234· 1143 
2929 CUSTER P'fN-IY /PLANO. TX 75075/(214) 596-5556 

FINA 
presents: 
Jan Col/mer 
Aerobatics 
Pitts S2B 
Low Level Aero Performance 

• Torque Rolls e 
• Tail Slides fl NA 
• Snap roll on take off 

and final approach 
A Real Crowd Pleaser 

Jan Collmer 
14368 Proton Road 
Dallas. TX 75244 
(214) 233-1589 
Fax (214) 233--0481 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

WEATHERFORD, TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 

Aircraft Retrieval 
Damaged Aircraft Storage 

Stephen Smith 

817-682-4220 

Used Parts 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft 

(214) 227-1111 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX (214) 227-6176 
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Submitting Articles 
to Hangar Echoes 
The editor welcomes input, photos and articles from 
Chapter 168 members on topics related to sport 
aviation. It is preferred that submissions be made on 
floppy disk (3 1/2"). Disks can be either Macintosh or 
MS-DOS based. Hard copies of any article submitted 

ClASSIFIEDS Aviationadscanbe 
placed by Chapter 168 
members free of charge. 

Custom Built RV-4/RV-6 Wings: 
Don't have time to build your wings? Call us! 
We have a temperature controlled shop and all 
necessary jigs and tools to complete your wings. 
Call Mel and Ann at 214/517-5070. 

Wanted: Fabric covered Left Wing for Aerocoupe. 
Call Robert DeMunck at (214) 727-3026. 

Wanted: I'm looking for a Tailwind, flying and 
ready to go. $10,000 or less(?). Small engine is 
fine. Call Johnnie Eskue at (214) 661-6343 work m 
(214) 231-52i7 home. 

Sell or Trade: Lot on Harbor Point airport 
(on Cedar Creek Lake, 2000' hard surface runway). 
Need parts applicable to Hatz CB-1. Call Ed Olsen 
at (214) 784-8309 home or (214) 782-8361 work. 

Eo---as 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, 
present, and future, any communication issued by 
Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., 
regardless of the form, format, and/or medi3 used which 
includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/ 
video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing 
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. 
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., does so at 
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility 
or liability is expressed or implied and you are without 
recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed 
herein is done so as a matter of information only and does 
not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control 
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). 
Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 

must accompany each disk. Handwritten articles are 
also welcome. 

Steve Hom can be contacted during the day at (214) 
351-3571 or in the evening at (214) 350-8703. He has 
his FAX machine on 24 hrs. a day at (214) 351-0763. 

Those wishing to send in articles or other information 
for publication in Hangar Echoes may send to: 

Steve. Horn. Design, Inc. 
2351 W. Northwest Hwy. Suite 2140 
Dallas, Texas 75220 

Hangars For Rent at Lavon North Airport. 
(214) 736-6000 Dallas Metro 734-9411 

2-large Strong Port A Port Hangars 
for a Twin/Single or 1 or 2 Ultralights
$80+$1 O per Aircraft in Hangar. 

1-Port A Port 
for Single or Ultralight
$70+$10 per Aircraft in Hangar. 

For Sale: Quicksilver Sport 2 place, Rotax 503 
with dual carbs. Fabric good condition, pink UV 
coated. Tach, Dual CHT, Altimeter, Airspeed, EGT, 
3 axis, Second Chantz Chute, Pod with windshield, 
deluxe Thoran Suspension System and 13 inch 
Tundra Tires (large), 3 blade lvo Propeller, Exhaust 
Siiencer. (Discounted Training Available) Max. pilot 
weight 400 pounds. Photos available. $7995.00 
(214) 736-6000 Dallas Metro 734-9411 

For Sale: Kitfox, 130 hrs, Rotax 532 70 hrs, new 
3 blade prop. Lots of extras, flies great. 
$13,000/offer. Call John at (214) 517-0756. 
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